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Automotive Technician Training: Theory
The definitive graphic novel adaptation of Dune, the groundbreaking science-fiction classic by Frank Herbert Dune, Frank
Herbert’s epic science-fiction masterpiece set in the far future amidst a sprawling feudal interstellar society, tells the story
of Paul Atreides as he and his family accept control of the desert planet Arrakis. A stunning blend of adventure and
mysticism, environmentalism, and politics, Dune is a powerful, fantastical tale that takes an unprecedented look into our
universe, and is transformed by the graphic novel format. In the first volume of a three-book trilogy encompassing the
original novel, Brian Herbert and Kevin J. Anderson’s adaptation retains the story's integrity, and Raúl Allén and Patricia
Martín’s magnificent illustrations, along with cover art by Bill Sienkiewicz, bring the book to life for a new generation of
readers.

Fundamentals of Biostatistics
While the prediction of observations is a forward problem, the use of actual observations to infer the properties of a model
is an inverse problem. Inverse problems are difficult because they may not have a unique solution. The description of
uncertainties plays a central role in the theory, which is based on probability theory. This book proposes a general approach
that is valid for linear as well as for nonlinear problems. The philosophy is essentially probabilistic and allows the reader to
understand the basic difficulties appearing in the resolution of inverse problems. The book attempts to explain how a
method of acquisition of information can be applied to actual real-world problems, and many of the arguments are heuristic.
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Natural Language Processing with Python
This book is an introduction to the language and standard proof methods of mathematics. It is a bridge from the
computational courses (such as calculus or differential equations) that students typically encounter in their first year of
college to a more abstract outlook. It lays a foundation for more theoretical courses such as topology, analysis and abstract
algebra. Although it may be more meaningful to the student who has had some calculus, there is really no prerequisite
other than a measure of mathematical maturity.

Drawing from Memory
Watchmen redefined what superhero comics could be, and re-introduced the medium to an adult audience with a gripping,
labyrinthine script and ultra-detailed artwork. Rorschach, a half-psychotic vigilante, must convince his ex team-mates, now
middleaged and retired, that he has uncovered a plot to murder the remaining superheroes - along with millions of innocent
civilians Even reunited, will the remnants of the Watchmen be enough to avert a global apocalypse? With a powerful,
chilling storyline, masterfully told by comics supremo Alan Moore and beautifully rendered artwork by Dave Gibbons,
Watchmen - soon to be a smash-hit movie - remains a cornerstone of Western comics.

Statistical Learning with Sparsity
Describes the chaos apparent in simple mechanical systems with the goal of elucidating the connections between classical
and quantum mechanics. It develops the relevant ideas of the last two decades via geometric intuition rather than algebraic
manipulation. The historical and cultural background against which these scientific developments have occurred is
depicted, and realistic examples are discussed in detail. This book enables entry-level graduate students to tackle fresh
problems in this rich field.

Artificial Intelligence and Games
A comprehensive introduction to the foundations of model checking, a fully automated technique for finding flaws in
hardware and software; with extensive examples and both practical and theoretical exercises. Our growing dependence on
increasingly complex computer and software systems necessitates the development of formalisms, techniques, and tools
for assessing functional properties of these systems. One such technique that has emerged in the last twenty years is
model checking, which systematically (and automatically) checks whether a model of a given system satisfies a desired
property such as deadlock freedom, invariants, and request-response properties. This automated technique for verification
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and debugging has developed into a mature and widely used approach with many applications. Principles of Model
Checking offers a comprehensive introduction to model checking that is not only a text suitable for classroom use but also a
valuable reference for researchers and practitioners in the field. The book begins with the basic principles for modeling
concurrent and communicating systems, introduces different classes of properties (including safety and liveness), presents
the notion of fairness, and provides automata-based algorithms for these properties. It introduces the temporal logics LTL
and CTL, compares them, and covers algorithms for verifying these logics, discussing real-time systems as well as systems
subject to random phenomena. Separate chapters treat such efficiency-improving techniques as abstraction and symbolic
manipulation. The book includes an extensive set of examples (most of which run through several chapters) and a complete
set of basic results accompanied by detailed proofs. Each chapter concludes with a summary, bibliographic notes, and an
extensive list of exercises of both practical and theoretical nature.

Book of Proof
Okay. Harken to my tale. Once upon a time (a couple of years ago) there were these brothers who had a bunch of really
successful podcasts, and they decided to do a new podcast with their dad, where they all played D&D together as a family,
and lo, this new podcast was called The Adventure Zone, and verily did it get downloaded over 10 million times, and wow
did it totally eat the brains of all who listened, because: It was just. That. Rad. AND THEN did these guys team up with artist
Carey Pietsch, and make a graphic novel where the weirdly sweet and brilliant but also super SUPER vulgar and honestly
kind of bizarre story of The Adventure Zone got adapted into a goofy, innovative, and compelling graphic novel! Let no man
deny that it was the best idea ever, right? Reader, we're publishing it.

Inverse Problem Theory and Methods for Model Parameter Estimation
A complete introduction to partial differential equations, this is a textbook aimed at students of mathematics, physics and
engineering.

Manual of Engineering Drawing
Praise for the First Edition ". . . an excellent textbook . . . well organized and neatly written." —Mathematical Reviews ". . .
amazingly interesting . . ." —Technometrics Thoroughly updated to showcase the interrelationships between probability,
statistics, and stochastic processes, Probability, Statistics, and Stochastic Processes, Second Edition prepares readers to
collect, analyze, and characterize data in their chosen fields. Beginning with three chapters that develop probability theory
and introduce the axioms of probability, random variables, and joint distributions, the book goes on to present limit
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theorems and simulation. The authors combine a rigorous, calculus-based development of theory with an intuitive approach
that appeals to readers' sense of reason and logic. Including more than 400 examples that help illustrate concepts and
theory, the Second Edition features new material on statistical inference and a wealth of newly added topics, including:
Consistency of point estimators Large sample theory Bootstrap simulation Multiple hypothesis testing Fisher's exact test
and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test Martingales, renewal processes, and Brownian motion One-way analysis of variance and the
general linear model Extensively class-tested to ensure an accessible presentation, Probability, Statistics, and Stochastic
Processes, Second Edition is an excellent book for courses on probability and statistics at the upper-undergraduate level.
The book is also an ideal resource for scientists and engineers in the fields of statistics, mathematics, industrial
management, and engineering.

The PLAIN Janes
The owner of the Jade Market has a secret--one that will soon change her grandson's life. Thirteen-year-old Tai Pham lives in
the apartment above his grandmother's store, where his bedroom is crammed with sketchpads and comic books. But not
even his most imaginative drawings could compare to the colorful adventure he's about to embark on. When Tai inherits his
grandmother's jade ring, he soon finds out it's more than it appears. Suddenly he's being inducted into a group of space
cops known as the Green Lanterns, his neighborhood is being overrun by some racist bullies, and every time he puts pen to
paper, he's forced to confront that he might not be creative enough or strong enough to uphold his ba's legacy. Now Tai
must decide what kind of hero he wants to be: will he learn to soar above his insecurities or will the past keep him
grounded?

Introduction to Probability
Eric is the story of Americana, and the horrific implications found just beneath its pop and artifice. Once a celebrated
musician in the '60s and '70s psychedelic pop scene, Eric is now a drug-addled relic grappling with his irrelevance to a
society that has passed him by. But, after he snaps on live TV while promoting his greatest hits album, Eric finds himself in
the center of what may be a terrifying conspiracy spanning multiple realities, and at the beginning of a dark, surreal journey
into the underbelly of American pop culture.

Green Lantern: Legacy Hardcover Edition
Whole System Design is increasingly being seen as one of the most cost-effective ways to both increase the productivity
and reduce the negative environmental impacts of an engineered system. A focus on design is critical as the output from
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this stage of the project locks in most of the economic and environmental performance of the designed system throughout
its life which can span from a few years to many decades. Indeed it is now widely acknowledged that all designers particularly engineers architects and industrial designers - need to be able to understand and implement a whole system
design approach. This book provides a clear design methodology based on leading efforts in the field and is supported by
worked examples that demonstrate how advances in energy materials and water productivity can be achieved through
applying an integrated approach to sustainable engineering. Chapters 1-5 outline the approach and explain how it can be
implemented to enhance the established Systems Engineering framework. Chapters 6-10 demonstrate through detailed
worked examples the application of the approach to industrial pumping systems passenger vehicles electronics and
computer systems temperature control of buildings and domestic water systems. Published with The Natural Edge Project
the World Federation of Engineering Organizations UNESCO and the Australian Government.

Basics of Foundation Design
Discover New Methods for Dealing with High-Dimensional Data A sparse statistical model has only a small number of
nonzero parameters or weights; therefore, it is much easier to estimate and interpret than a dense model. Statistical
Learning with Sparsity: The Lasso and Generalizations presents methods that exploit sparsity to help recover the underlying
signal in a set of data. Top experts in this rapidly evolving field, the authors describe the lasso for linear regression and a
simple coordinate descent algorithm for its computation. They discuss the application of l1 penalties to generalized linear
models and support vector machines, cover generalized penalties such as the elastic net and group lasso, and review
numerical methods for optimization. They also present statistical inference methods for fitted (lasso) models, including the
bootstrap, Bayesian methods, and recently developed approaches. In addition, the book examines matrix decomposition,
sparse multivariate analysis, graphical models, and compressed sensing. It concludes with a survey of theoretical results for
the lasso. In this age of big data, the number of features measured on a person or object can be large and might be larger
than the number of observations. This book shows how the sparsity assumption allows us to tackle these problems and
extract useful and reproducible patterns from big datasets. Data analysts, computer scientists, and theorists will appreciate
this thorough and up-to-date treatment of sparse statistical modeling.

Engineering Graphics
A blended learning approach to automotive engineering at levels one to three. Produced alongside the ATT online learning
resources, this textbook covers all the theory and technology sections that students need to learn in order to pass levels 1,
2 and 3 automotive courses. It is recommended by the Institute of the Motor Industry and is also ideal for exams run by
other awarding bodies. Unlike the current textbooks on the market though, this title takes a blended learning approach,
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using interactive features that make learning more enjoyable as well as more effective. When linked with the ATT online
resources it provides a comprehensive package that includes activities, video footage, assessments and further reading.
Information and activities are set out in sequence so as to meet teacher and learner needs as well as qualification
requirements. Tom Denton is the leading UK automotive author with a teaching career spanning lecturer to head of
automotive engineering in a large college. His nine automotive textbooks published since 1995 are bestsellers and led to
his authoring of the Automotive Technician Training multimedia system that is in common use in the UK, USA and several
other countries.

Calculus
The "Red Book" presents a background to conventional foundation analysis and design. The text is not intended to replace
the much more comprehensive 'standard' textbooks, but rather to support and augment these in a few important areas,
supplying methods applicable to practical cases handled daily by practising engineers and providing the basic soil
mechanics background to those methods. It concentrates on the static design for stationary foundation conditions. Although
the topic is far from exhaustively treated, it does intend to present most of the basic material needed for a practising
engineer involved in routine geotechnical design, as well as provide the tools for an engineering student to approach and
solve common geotechnical design problems.

Tiger Vs. Nightmare
The Manual of Engineering Drawing has long been the recognised as a guide for practicing and student engineers to
producing engineering drawings and annotated 3D models that comply with the latest British and ISO Standards of
Technical Product Specifications and Documentation. This new edition has been updated to include the requirements of
BS8888 2008 and the relevant ISO Standards, and is ideal for International readership; it includes a guide to the
fundamental differences between the ISO and ASME Standards relating to Technical Product Specification and
Documentation. Equally applicable to CAD and manual drawing it includes the latest development in 3D annotation and the
specification of surface texture. The Duality Principle is introduced as this important concept is still very relevant in the new
world of 3D Technical Product Specification. Written by members of BSI and ISO committees and a former college lecturer,
the Manual of Engineering Drawing combines up to the minute technical information with clear, readable explanations and
numerous diagrams and traditional geometrical construction techniques rarely taught in schools and colleges. This
approach makes this manual an ideal companion for students studying vocational courses in Technical Product
Specification, undergraduates studying engineering or product design and any budding engineer beginning a career in
design. The comprehensive scope of this new edition encompasses topics such as orthographic and pictorial projections,
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dimensional, geometrical and surface tolerancing, 3D annotation and the duality principle, along with numerous examples
of electrical and hydraulic diagrams with symbols and applications of cams, bearings, welding and adhesives. * The
definitive guide to draughting to the latest ISO and ASME standards * An essential reference for engineers, and students,
involved in design engineering and product design * Written by two ISO committee members and practising engineers.

Isle of 100,000 Graves
With superstrength and invulnerability, Alison Green used to be one of the most powerful superheroes around. Fighting
crime with other teenagers under the alter ego Mega Girl was fun until an encounter with Menace, her mind reading arch
enemy. He showed her evidence of a sinister conspiracy, and suddenly battling giant robots didn't seem so important. Now
Alison is going to college and trying to find ways to help the world while still getting to class on time. It's impossible to
escape the past, however, and everyone has their own idea of what it means to be a hero. Strong Female Protagonist has
been published online since 2012, where it attracted a large fan base, and earned positive reviews on sites such as io9,
ComicsAlliance, The Beat, and ThinkProgress. After a successful Kickstarter, Brennan and Molly now bring their series to
print, with a book collecting the first four chapters and bonus material, self-published by the authors and distributed by Top
Shelf.

Eric
--WINNER OF THE 2009 EISNER AWARD FOR BEST NEW GRAPHIC NOVEL! --NOMINATED FOR THREE 2009 EISNER AWARDS
INCLUDING BEST GN & BEST CARTOONIST! --WINNER OF THE 2008 IGNATZ AWARD FOR "OUTSTANDING DEBUT"! --ONE OF
YALSA'S "GREAT GRAPHIC NOVELS FOR TEENS"! --FINALIST FOR THE LA TIMES BOOK PRIZE! ----Swallow Me Whole is the first
graphic novel since 1992's Maus to be nominated for this prize in any category. --WINNER OF THE 2009 IGNATZ AWARD
FOR "OUTSTANDING ARTIST"! "Nate Powell's Swallow Me Whole, a disturbed, haunting book, is impossible to describe It's
not an easy book, but its dark brilliance marks its creator as a writer-artist of genius."--Neel Mukherjee, The Times (UK)
"Scaldingly dark Powell's flowing, impressionistic artwork, with its ravenous expanses of negative space, swirls the reader's
perspective through his characters' perceptions and back out again."--Douglas Wolk, The New York Times "Honest and
lovingly portrayed. Every word in this graphic novel is carefully chosen, dialogue is realistic, and background
"noise"masterfully done. Powell's detailed pen-and-ink drawings are well executed with lettering and images so brilliantly
intertwined that they are one and the same."--Lara McAllister, School Library Journal "Darkly sublime."--Booklist "His
layouts, his touch with shadow and darkness, the way he brings you close enough to Ruth that you can watch her sleep
without disturbing her dreams, all that stuff is amazing. Nate Powell can do it all. In his hands, even the high-school parking
lots and the booths at the local diner are equal parts hope and foreboding."-- Steve Duin, The Oregonian "[Swallow Me
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Whole] achieves some stunning effects with the art and the lettering Powell has a look halfway between Charles Burns and
Craig Thompson, and at times, Swallow Me Whole enters that rarified sphere of art comics where the page design alone
achieves the mood and meaning that that the artist is shooting for Swallow Me Whole captures the desperation of the
clinically obsessed, and how from the right angle, it can look like genius."--The AV Club "Both provocative and thoughtful
not since Robert Altman's Images has a medium so perfectly conveyed the experience of schizophrenia It's the best graphic
novel since Craig Thompson's Blankets."--Chris DeVito, CD Syndicated Swallow Me Whole is a love story carried by rolling
fog, terminal illness, hallucination, apophenia, insect armies, secrets held, unshakeable faith, and the search for a master
pattern to make sense of one's unraveling. In his most ambitious book to date, Nate Powell quietly explores the dark
corners of adolescence -- not the clich_d melodramatic outbursts of rebellion, but the countless tiny moments of madness,
the vague relief of medication, and mixed blessing of family ties. As the story unfolds, two stepsiblings hold together amidst
schizophrenia, obsessive compulsive disorder, family breakdown, animal telepathy, misguided love, and the tiniest hope
that everything will someday make sense. Deliberately paced, delicately drawn, and drenched in shadows, Swallow Me
Whole is a landmark achievement for Nate Powell and a suburban ghost story that will haunt readers long after its final
pages.

Reinforcement Learning
Whole System Design
Manufacturing And Workshop Practices Have Become Important In The Industrial Environment To Produce Products For The
Service Of Mankind. The Basic Need Is To Provide Theoretical And Practical Knowledge Of Manufacturing Processes And
Workshop Technology To All The Engineering Students. This Book Covers Most Of The Syllabus Of Manufacturing
Processes/Technology, Workshop Technology And Workshop Practices For Engineering (Diploma And Degree) Classes
Prescribed By Different Universities And State Technical Boards.Some Comparisons Have Been Given In Tabular Form And
The Stress Has Been Given On Figures For Better Understanding Of Tools, Equipments, Machines And Manufacturing Setups
Used In Various Manufacturing Shops. At The End Of Each Chapter, A Number Of Questions Have Been Provided For Testing
The Student S Understanding About The Concept Of The Subject. The Whole Text Has Been Organized In 26 Chapters.The
First Chapter Presents The Brief Introduction Of The Subject With Modern Concepts Of Manufacturing Technology Needed
For The Competitive Industrial Environment. Chapter 2 Provides The Necessary Details Of Plant And Shop Layouts. General
Industrial Safety Measures To Be Followed In Various Manufacturing Shops Are Described In Detail In Chapter 3. Chapters 4
8 Provide Necessary Details Regarding Fundamentals Of Ferrous Materials, Non-Ferrous Materials, Melting Furnaces,
Properties And Testing Of Engineering Materials And Heat Treatment Of Metals And Alloys. Chapters 9 13 Describe Various
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Tools, Equipments And Processes Used In Various Shops Such As Carpentry, Pattern Making, Mold And Core Making,
Foundry Shop. Special Casting Methods And Casting Defects Are Also Explained At Length.Chapters 14 16 Provide Basic
Knowledge Of Mechanical Working Of Metals. Fundamental Concepts Related To Forging Work And Other Mechanical
Working Processes (Hot And Cold Working) Have Been Discussed At Length With Neat Sketches. Chapter 17 Provides
Necessary Details Of Various Welding And Allied Joining Processes Such As Gas Welding, Arc Welding, Resistance Welding,
Solid-State Welding, Thermochemical Welding, Brazing And Soldering. Chapters 18 19 Describe Sheet Metal And Fitting
Work In Detail. Various Kinds Of Hand Tools And Equipments Used In Sheet Metal And Fitting Shops Have Been Described
Using Neat Sketches. Chapters 20 24 Provide Construction And Operational Details Of Various Machine Tools Namely Lathe,
Drilling Machine, Shaper, Planer, Slotter, And Milling Machine With The Help Of Neat Diagrams. Chapter 25 Deals With
Technique Of Manufacturing Of Products With Powder Metallurgy. The Last Chapter Of The Book Discusses The Basic
Concepts Of Quality Control And Inspection Techniques Used In Manufacturing Industries.The Book Would Serve Only As A
Text Book For The Students Of Engineering Curriculum But Would Also Provide Reference Material To Engineers Working In
Manufacturing Industries.

An Introduction to Partial Differential Equations
Modern experimental developments in condensed matter and ultracold atom physics present formidable challenges to
theorists. This book provides a pedagogical introduction to quantum field theory in many-particle physics, emphasizing the
applicability of the formalism to concrete problems. This second edition contains two new chapters developing path integral
approaches to classical and quantum nonequilibrium phenomena. Other chapters cover a range of topics, from the
introduction of many-body techniques and functional integration, to renormalization group methods, the theory of response
functions, and topology. Conceptual aspects and formal methodology are emphasized, but the discussion focuses on
practical experimental applications drawn largely from condensed matter physics and neighboring fields. Extended and
challenging problems with fully worked solutions provide a bridge between formal manipulations and research-oriented
thinking. Aimed at elevating graduate students to a level where they can engage in independent research, this book
complements graduate level courses on many-particle theory.

HTML and CSS
DUNE: The Graphic Novel, Book 1: Dune
A full-color introduction to the basics of HTML and CSS from the publishers of Wrox! Every day, more and more people want
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to learn some HTML and CSS. Joining the professional web designers and programmers are new audiences who need to
know a little bit of code at work (update a content management system or e-commerce store) and those who want to make
their personal blogs more attractive. Many books teaching HTML and CSS are dry and only written for those who want to
become programmers, which is why this book takes an entirely new approach. Introduces HTML and CSS in a way that
makes them accessible to everyone—hobbyists, students, and professionals—and it’s full-color throughout Utilizes
information graphics and lifestyle photography to explain the topics in a simple way that is engaging Boasts a unique
structure that allows you to progress through the chapters from beginning to end or just dip into topics of particular interest
at your leisure This educational book is one that you will enjoy picking up, reading, then referring back to. It will make you
wish other technical topics were presented in such a simple, attractive and engaging way! This book is also available as
part of a set in hardcover - Web Design with HTML, CSS, JavaScript and jQuery, 9781119038634; and in softcover - Web
Design with HTML, CSS, JavaScript and jQuery, 9781118907443.

Chaos in Classical and Quantum Mechanics
Tiger is a lucky kid: She has a monster living under her bed. This monster arrived when Tiger was just a baby. It was
supposed to scare her--after all, that's what monsters do. But Tiger was just too cute! Now, Tiger and Monster are best
friends. But Monster is a monster, and it needs to scare something. So every night, Monster stands guard and scares all of
Tiger's nightmares away. This arrangement works out perfectly, until a nightmare arrives that's too big and scary for even
Monster. Only teamwork and a lot of bravery can chase this nightmare away.

Swallow Me Whole
Introduction to Basic Manufacturing Process and Workshop Technology
Five years ago, little Gwenny’s father found, inside a bottle, a map with instructions on how to reach the mysterious Isle of
100,000 Graves and its legendary treasures ― and then he vanished. Now Gwenny, having stumbled across another bottleshipped map, enlists the dubious help of a shipful of pirates, sets out to find the island, and her long-lost dad. Little does
she realize that the Isle comes by its ominous name honestly, as the location of a secret school for executioners and
torturers, where apple-cheeked youngsters are taught the finer points of extracting information from prisoners… and then
putting an end to their lives in a wide variety of gruesome ways. And they’ve reached the point in their studies where
theory should ideally give way to practice, so an influx of uninvited visitors comes as a blessing to the faculty. And yes, this
story is a comedy. Albeit a dark one.
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Calculus
Technical Drawing 101 covers topics ranging from the most basic, such as making freehand, multiview sketches of machine
parts, to the advanced—creating an AutoCAD dimension style containing the style settings defined by the ASME Y14.5-2009
Dimensioning and Tolerancing standard. But un-like the massive technical drawing reference texts on the market, Technical
Drawing 101 aims to present just the right mix of information and projects that can be reasonably covered by faculty, and
assimilated by students, in one semester. Both mechanical and architectural projects are introduced to capture the interest
of more students and to offer a broader appeal. The authors have also created video tutorials for this book in which they
demonstrate how to use many of AutoCAD's tools and commands. The CAD portion of the text incorporates drafting theory
whenever possible and covers the basics of drawing setup (units, limits, and layers), the tools of the Draw, Modify, and
Dimension toolbars, and the fundamentals of 3D modeling. By focusing on the fundamental building blocks of CAD,
Technical Drawing 101 provides a solid foundation for students going on to learn advanced CAD concepts and techniques
(paper space, viewports, xrefs, annotative scaling, etc.) in intermediate CAD courses. In recognition of the diverse career
interests of our students, Technical Drawing 101 includes projects in which students create working drawings for a
mechanical assembly as well as for an architectural project. We include architectural drawing because our experience has
shown that many (if not most) first-semester drafting students are interested in careers in the architectural design field,
and that a traditional technical drawing text, which focuses solely on mechanical drawing projects, holds little interest for
these students. The multidisciplinary approach of this text and its supporting materials is intended to broaden the appeal of
the curriculum and increase student interest and, it is hoped, future enrollments.

Discrete Choice Methods with Simulation
Caldecott Medalist Allen Say presents a stunning graphic novel chronicling his journey as an artist during WWII, when he
apprenticed under Noro Shinpei, Japan's premier cartoonist

Strong Female Protagonist: Book One
This book is an effort to step up with the present changing scenarios of learning. It is the fruition of striking a balance
between rejuvenated fundamentals of classical manuscripts, the fresh knowledge rich curriculum and tailored resource
package with outstanding transparencies. It combines the strong foundation of basic core elements of orthodontic concepts,
proper diagnosis and recognition of problems and exposure to treatment strategies and methodologies. It is a definite book
for all dental undergraduates and an excellent supplement for all students undergoing postgraduate specialist training in
orthodontics. Covers syllabi prescribed by Dental Council of India (DCI) and International schools of dentistry Provides more
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than 1500 line arts, flowcharts, tables and clinical photographs for easy perception of the subject and to illustrate vital
principles and techniques Chapters contain Clinical Significance boxes that encourage readers to relate and channelize the
theory knowledge into clinical practice Learning Exercises furnished in each chapter facilitates the students to assess
themselves and reflect on what had been learnt Synopsis of Treatment Planning for Different Malocclusions, the last chapter
serves not only as a guide to recap the depth and breadth of factual comprehension but also to promote analysis,
evaluation and judgment in orthodontic treatment philosophies

Principles of Model Checking
This text is designed for an introductory probability course at the university level for sophomores, juniors, and seniors in
mathematics, physical and social sciences, engineering, and computer science. It presents a thorough treatment of ideas
and techniques necessary for a firm understanding of the subject. The text is also recommended for use in discrete
probability courses. The material is organized so that the discrete and continuous probability discussions are presented in a
separate, but parallel, manner. This organization does not emphasize an overly rigorous or formal view of probability and
therefore offers some strong pedagogical value. Hence, the discrete discussions can sometimes serve to motivate the more
abstract continuous probability discussions. Features: Key ideas are developed in a somewhat leisurely style, providing a
variety of interesting applications to probability and showing some nonintuitive ideas. Over 600 exercises provide the
opportunity for practicing skills and developing a sound understanding of ideas. Numerous historical comments deal with
the development of discrete probability. The text includes many computer programs that illustrate the algorithms or the
methods of computation for important problems. The book is a beautiful introduction to probability theory at the beginning
level. The book contains a lot of examples and an easy development of theory without any sacrifice of rigor, keeping the
abstraction to a minimal level. It is indeed a valuable addition to the study of probability theory. --Zentralblatt MATH

The Art of Living
Condensed Matter Field Theory
Meet the Plain Janes--artist activists on a mission to wake up their sleepy suburban town. This cult classic graphic novel is
perfect for fans of The LumberJanes and Awkward. When artsy misfit Jane Beckles is forced to leave her beloved city life
behind for the boring suburb of Kent Waters, she thinks her life is over. But then she finds where she belongs: at the reject
table in the cafeteria, along with fellow misfits Brain Jayne, Theater Jane, and sporty Polly Jane. United by only two things-a
shared name and frustration with the adults around them--the girls form a secret club dedicated to fighting suburban
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apathy with guerrilla works of art scattered around their small town. But for Main Jane, the group is more than simple
teenaged rebellion; it's an act of survival. She's determined not to let fear rule her life like it does her parents' and
neighbors' lives. Armed with her sketchbook and a mission of resistance, the PLAIN Janes are out to prove that passion,
bravery, and a group of great friends can save anyone from the hell that is high school. With each installment printed in its
own distinct color, this volume includes the original two stories--The Plain Janes and Janes in Love--plus a never-before-seen
third story, Janes Attack Back. The Janes are back, and better than ever.

El-Hi Textbooks in Print
This book offers a highly accessible introduction to natural language processing, the field that supports a variety of
language technologies, from predictive text and email filtering to automatic summarization and translation. With it, you'll
learn how to write Python programs that work with large collections of unstructured text. You'll access richly annotated
datasets using a comprehensive range of linguistic data structures, and you'll understand the main algorithms for analyzing
the content and structure of written communication. Packed with examples and exercises, Natural Language Processing
with Python will help you: Extract information from unstructured text, either to guess the topic or identify "named entities"
Analyze linguistic structure in text, including parsing and semantic analysis Access popular linguistic databases, including
WordNet and treebanks Integrate techniques drawn from fields as diverse as linguistics and artificial intelligence This book
will help you gain practical skills in natural language processing using the Python programming language and the Natural
Language Toolkit (NLTK) open source library. If you're interested in developing web applications, analyzing multilingual
news sources, or documenting endangered languages -- or if you're simply curious to have a programmer's perspective on
how human language works -- you'll find Natural Language Processing with Python both fascinating and immensely useful.

TEXTBOOK OF ORTHODONTICS - E-Book
The significantly expanded and updated new edition of a widely used text on reinforcement learning, one of the most active
research areas in artificial intelligence. Reinforcement learning, one of the most active research areas in artificial
intelligence, is a computational approach to learning whereby an agent tries to maximize the total amount of reward it
receives while interacting with a complex, uncertain environment. In Reinforcement Learning, Richard Sutton and Andrew
Barto provide a clear and simple account of the field's key ideas and algorithms. This second edition has been significantly
expanded and updated, presenting new topics and updating coverage of other topics. Like the first edition, this second
edition focuses on core online learning algorithms, with the more mathematical material set off in shaded boxes. Part I
covers as much of reinforcement learning as possible without going beyond the tabular case for which exact solutions can
be found. Many algorithms presented in this part are new to the second edition, including UCB, Expected Sarsa, and Double
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Learning. Part II extends these ideas to function approximation, with new sections on such topics as artificial neural
networks and the Fourier basis, and offers expanded treatment of off-policy learning and policy-gradient methods. Part III
has new chapters on reinforcement learning's relationships to psychology and neuroscience, as well as an updated casestudies chapter including AlphaGo and AlphaGo Zero, Atari game playing, and IBM Watson's wagering strategy. The final
chapter discusses the future societal impacts of reinforcement learning.

Technical Drawing 101 with AutoCAD 2014
"Published by OpenStax College, Calculus is designed for the typical two- or three-semester general calculus course,
incorporating innovative features to enhance student learning. The book guides students through the core concepts of
calculus and helps them understand how those concepts apply to their lives and the world around them. Due to the
comprehensive nature of the material, we are offering the book in three volumes for flexibility and efficiency. Volume 1
covers functions, limits, derivatives, and integration."--BC Campus website.

Technical Drawing for G.C.E & C.S.E
Bernard Rosner's FUNDAMENTALS OF BIOSTATISTICS is a practical introduction to the methods, techniques, and
computation of statistics with human subjects. It prepares students for their future courses and careers by introducing the
statistical methods most often used in medical literature. Rosner minimizes the amount of mathematical formulation
(algebra-based) while still giving complete explanations of all the important concepts. As in previous editions, a major
strength of this book is that every new concept is developed systematically through completely worked out examples from
current medical research problems. Most methods are illustrated with specific instructions as to implementation using
software either from SAS, Stata, R, Excel or Minitab. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Plant Pathology
Probability, Statistics, and Stochastic Processes
This book describes the new generation of discrete choice methods, focusing on the many advances that are made possible
by simulation. Researchers use these statistical methods to examine the choices that consumers, households, firms, and
other agents make. Each of the major models is covered: logit, generalized extreme value, or GEV (including nested and
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cross-nested logits), probit, and mixed logit, plus a variety of specifications that build on these basics. Simulation-assisted
estimation procedures are investigated and compared, including maximum stimulated likelihood, method of simulated
moments, and method of simulated scores. Procedures for drawing from densities are described, including variance
reduction techniques such as anithetics and Halton draws. Recent advances in Bayesian procedures are explored, including
the use of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm and its variant Gibbs sampling. The second edition adds chapters on
endogeneity and expectation-maximization (EM) algorithms. No other book incorporates all these fields, which have arisen
in the past 25 years. The procedures are applicable in many fields, including energy, transportation, environmental studies,
health, labor, and marketing.

The Adventure Zone: Here There Be Gerblins
Watchmen
This is the first textbook dedicated to explaining how artificial intelligence (AI) techniques can be used in and for games.
After introductory chapters that explain the background and key techniques in AI and games, the authors explain how to
use AI to play games, to generate content for games and to model players. The book will be suitable for undergraduate and
graduate courses in games, artificial intelligence, design, human-computer interaction, and computational intelligence, and
also for self-study by industrial game developers and practitioners. The authors have developed a website
(http://www.gameaibook.org) that complements the material covered in the book with up-to-date exercises, lecture slides
and reading.
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